The inspection site is on the right side in a gravel parking lot near a small fenced area (look for the blue awnings), across from the gas pumps.

If you get lost, call Contra Costa Environmental Health at 925 692-2500.

**DIRECTIONS TO THE VEHICLE INSPECTION SITE:**

**From Richmond:**
Take HWY 4 East to Martinez.
Exit at Pacheco Blvd.
Turn LEFT at stop sign onto Muir Rd.
Turn LEFT at traffic light onto Pacheco.
Turn RIGHT at traffic light onto Blum Rd.
Turn RIGHT after overpass onto Imhoff Drive.
Turn LEFT at Contra Costa Topsoil sign onto WATERBIRD WAY.

**From Stockton:**
Take Hwy 4 West to Martinez.
Exit at Pacheco Blvd.
Go STRAIGHT AHEAD through traffic light onto Blum Rd.
Turn RIGHT after overpass onto Imhoff Dr.
Turn LEFT at Contra Costa Topsoil sign onto WATERBIRD WY.

**From San Jose:**
Take 680 North to HWY 4 West towards Richmond.
Exit at Pacheco Blvd.
Go STRAIGHT AHEAD through traffic light onto Blum Rd.
Turn RIGHT after overpass onto Imhoff Dr.
Turn LEFT at Contra Costa Topsoil sign onto WATERBIRD WY.

**From Benicia Bridge:**
Take 680 South to HWY 4 West towards Richmond.
Exit at Pacheco Blvd.
Go STRAIGHT AHEAD through traffic light onto Blum Rd.
Turn RIGHT after overpass onto Imhoff Dr.
Turn LEFT at Contra Costa Topsoil sign onto WATERBIRD WY.
HOW TO PASS YOUR VEHICLE INSPECTION

✓ Read the entire mobile food facility permit application. Ensure your application is complete.

✓ Ensure all your permit fees and any penalty fees have been paid. A vehicle with an outstanding balance will not be permitted.

✓ Ensure that Contra Costa Environmental Health has approved the facility you intend to use as your commissary. Some facilities that were allowed previously are no longer permitted. Remember, you must store your vehicle or cart at the commissary at all times.

✓ If you are using a commissary in another county, make sure a health inspector from that county signs the commissary agreement.

✓ Have all violations from previous inspection reports corrected. If there are repeat violations or you failed to make required corrections or upgrades to your vehicle (i.e. replace automotive air-conditioning unit with a food grade refrigeration unit), you will not pass the inspection and will be charged for any reinspections.

✓ Have the proper markings on two sides of your mobile food facility. If you are missing any of the following information or if the information is incorrect, you will not pass your inspection.
   1) Business name in lettering at least 3-inches in height with a 3/8 inch wide stroke.
   2) Commissary address in lettering at least 1-inch in height. The commissary address must include the building or address number, street name, city, state, and zip code.
   3) Phone number in lettering at least 1-inch in height. Don’t forget to include the area code.

✓ Make sure you have an adequate power source for all of your equipment. If your equipment is not powered up, you will not pass. Bring your own generator, if necessary. The inspection site does not have power.

✓ Make sure your refrigerators are turned on and at/below 41°F or below. Make sure your steam tables are maintained at/above 135°F, and all other holding units at/above 135°F. Be sure this is done before your scheduled inspection time, or you will not pass.

✓ Make sure you have an adequate supply of hot and cold water. The hot water must be at least 120°F.

✓ Refer back to the vehicle inspection checklist for additional information.

YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO OPERATE UNTIL YOU HAVE PASSED YOUR INSPECTION AND A PERMIT DECAL HAS BEEN ISSUED.